Iterative-improvement 2-way min-cut partitioning is an important phase in most circuit placement tools, and finds use in many other CAD applications. Most iterative improvement techniques for circuit netlists like the FiducciaMattheyses (FM) method compute the gains of nodes using local netlist information that is only concerned with the immediate improvement in the cutset. This can lead to misleading gain information. Krishnamurthy suggested a lookahead (LA) gain calculation method to ameliorate this situation; however, as we show, it leaves room for improvement. We present here a probabilistic gain computation approach called PROP (PRObabilistic Partitioner) that is capable of capturing the future implications of moving a node at the current time. We also propose an extended algorithm SHRINK-PROP that increases the probability of removing recently "perturbed" nets (nets whose nodes have been moved for the first time) from the cutset. This is necessary, since in a regular move process, the removal probabilities of most nets either remain unchanged or even decrease when their nodes are moved for the first time. Experimental results on medium-to large-size ACM/SIGDA benchmark circuits show that PROP and SHRINK-PROP outperform previous iterative-improvement methods like FM (by about 30% and 37%, respectively) and LA (by about 27% and 34%, respectively). Both PROP and SHRINK-PROP also obtain much better cutsizes than many recent state-of-the-art partitioners like EIG1, WINDOW, MELO, PARABOLI, GFM and GMetis (by 4.5% to 67%). We also show that the space and time complexities of PROP and SHRINK-PROP are very reasonable. Our empirical timing results reveal that PROP is appreciably faster than all recent techniques except GMetis-all other partitioners including ours work on flat netlists, while GMetis uses multilevel clustering, which is a paradigm orthogonal to basic partitioning, and can be used in conjunction with any partitioner. Further, PROP is only a little slower than FM and LA, both of which are very fast (but give sub-optimal results). SHRINK-PROP is about two times slower than PROP, but still faster than most recent partitioners. We also obtain results on the more recent ISPD-98 benchmark suite that show similar substantial mincut improvements by respectively). It is also noteworthy that SHRINK-PROP's results are within 2.5% of those obtained by hMetis, one of the best multilevel partitioners. However, the multilevel paradigm, as mentioned above, is orthogonal to SHRINK-PROP. Further, since it is a "flat" partitioner, it has advantages over hMetis in partition-driven placement applications.
Introduction
VLSI circuit partitioning is an important problem in design automation of VLSI chips and multichip systems.
It is used to reduce VLSI chip area, reduce the component count and the number of interconnects in multiple-FPGA implementation of large circuits or systems, facilitate efficient parallel simulation of circuits, facilitate design of tests for digital circuits and reduce timing delays. A commonly used approach to solving the partitioning problem is to initially obtain a min-cut 2-way partition of the circuit in which it is partitioned into two subsets such that the number of nets connecting nodes in different subsets is minimized. There is generally a balance criterion with respect to the number of nodes or components that can be placed in any one subset; for example, equal number of nodes or components in both subsets, or no more than 55% of the nodes in any subset. Each subset is further partitioned into two smaller subsets with a minimum cut, and so forth until we have recursively partitioned the circuit into either a prespecified number [ 10] . For timing minimization, a net is assigned weight proportional to the longest delay path through it to ensure that the length of critical or near-critical nets are kept as short as possible [12, 27, 21] ; in this case, the optimization metrics proposed for partitioning are (weighted) mincut [27, 21] and weighted min-max [12] .
Recursive 2-way partitioning is an efficient and popular approach to obtaining ¢ -way partitions for ¢ q p s r [9, 20, 30, 36, 35] . We will thus be concerned here with the 2-way min-cut partitioning problem. Since 2-way min-cut partitioning is NP-complete [19] , a number of approximate schemes have been proposed.
These include iterative improvement methods [16, 17, 23, 24, 29, 30] , simulated annealing [31, 32] and clustering-based techniques [7, 5, 18, 20, 28, 29, 36, 35 ]. An excellent survey on partitioning techniques appears in [6] . In iterative improvement, we start with a random 2-way partition of the circuit, and iteratively improve it by either swapping pairs of nodes between the subsets, or moving one node at a time between them so that the cutset size is reduced. Clustering-based methods try to find natural clusters in the circuit and then assign them to the two subsets thereby reducing the cutsize. Iterative improvement methods are also sometimes used as a preprocessing phase for clustering as in [7, 35, 36] . Thus mincut partitioning using iterative improvement is a fundamental tool in obtaining good VLSI cell placement.
A number of iterative min-cut methods for graph or hypergraph partitioning have been previously proposed [16, 17, 23, 24, 29, 30] . Kernighan and Lin proposed the well-known KL graph partitioning algorithm using pair swaps to improve a random initial 2-way partition [23] . Schweikert and Kernighan extended this algorithm to one (SK) that can handle netlists [30] . Fiduccia and Mattheyses gave a similar algorithm (FM) for netlists that alternately moves single nodes between the two subsets of the partition as opposed to swapping node pairs at a time; this makes the process more time efficient [17] . They also proposed efficient data structures to obtain fast partitions. However, these data structures assume that nets have unit costs or weights. If this is not the case, as when a circuit is partitioned to minimize power dissipation on interconnects or to minimize circuit delay [27, 21] , then the partitioning process is much slower, since the bucket data structure of [17] can no longer be used for storing nodes ordered by their gains. Dutt The node-gain calculations in all the above algorithms (KL, SK, FM and QC) use only local netlist information, and this quite often gives inaccurate indications of the potential improvement that can be obtained by moving a node (or swapping a node pair), especially so in the case of hypergraphs. In [24] , a lookahead (LA) gain calculation was employed to capture more global information. It gives better partitions than FM, but requires large amounts of memory, as will be discussed shortly, thus rendering it infeasible or very slow (due to frequent page swaps) for use on medium-to large-size circuits. Some pre-clustering techniques have been proposed in [34, 29] to remedy the weakness of FM and KL in getting trapped in local minima for large circuits; the techniques in [29] apply directly to graphs, though they may be extendible to hypergraphs.
Very good results have been obtained at the cost of considerable CPU time increases and implementation complexities.
In this paper, we present a precise probabilistic gain calculation method PROP (for PRObabilistic Partitioner), and an enhanced algorithm SHRINK-PROP that capture more global and futuristic information than FM or LA. We show by a simple example that PROP selects better nodes to move than either FM or LA.
We also run tests on circuit netlists from the ACM/SIGDA and ISPD-98 benchmark suites, which show that PROP performs an average of 30% better than FM and 27% better than LA, while SHRINK-PROP obtains about 37% and 34% better results than FM and LA, respectively. We also compare our methods to some of the more recent techniques like EIG1 [20] , WINDOW [7] , PARABOLI [28] , MELO [5] and GMetis [4] . Results show that our new techniques also performs significantly better (by 4.5% to 67%) than these techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we discuss two previous relevant iterative improvement methods FM and LA. Section 3 discusses the probability gain formulation of PROP and derives its complexities. Sec. 4, we present an enhanced algorithm SHRINK-PROP that attempts to obtain lower cutsizes by increasing the removal probability of recently "perturbed" nets. Section 6 presents the cutsizes obtained by PROP and SHRINK-PROP on medium-to large-size ACM/SIGDA and ISPD-98 benchmark circuits, and compares them to the results of various classical and state-of-the-art techniques such as FM, LA, WINDOW, EIG1, MELO, PARABOLI, GFM, GMetis and hMetis. Conclusions are in Sec. 7.
Previous Iterative-Improvement Methods
Here we briefly describe the netlist partitioning process and node-gain calculations used in the FM and LA algorithms. Assume that there are nodes in the hypergraph ¤ , and that it is being partitioned into
. The FM gain computation is as follows [17] . For each node 
This gain definition of a node is the decrease in the cutset cost if it is moved to the other subset. The partitioning process proceeds by determining the next best node 4 f t o move in the t h step as follows. The "unlocked" node (initially all nodes are unlocked) with the maximum gain in either subset is determined.
If the balance criterion on the two subsets can be maintained after moving this node from its current subset to the other one, it is chosen as the node Empirical evidence on what are currently considered small graphs (hundreds to thousands of nodes) shows that the number of passes required to achieve a local minima is two to four [23, 17] ; for larger graphs (tens of thousands to more than a hundred thousand nodes) this number is about 8 for the FM algorithm and 10 to 12 for more sophisticated algorithms like PROP.
As mentioned above, y § ) 4
i s the immediate decrease (or increase if it is negative) in the cutset size that we will obtain on moving
4
to the other subset. However, it may be beneficial to give a node with higher potential gain but lower immediate gain priority over one with much lower potential but a higher immediate gain. Krishnamurthy developed a scheme that estimates the potential gain by using a "lookahead" gain vector for each node [24] . 
. In practice, a lookahead value of ¢ ¥ r to 4 gives the best results, and consistently gives better results than FM. However, the memory requirement of the LA method is u § ª 7 g
, where « g is the maximum number of pins on a node. Thus for circuits with with even a small number of nodes with medium to large connectivities, it can become practically infeasible or very slow to use a lookahead of even 3. This is demonstrated by our experimental results (see Table 5 in Sec. 6) which show that the CPU time more than doubles when increasing the lookahead from 2 to 3, and also that this time is more than that of our more informed algorithms PROP and SHRINK-PROP. Figure 1 illustrates the differences between FM, LA and the probability-based method PROP. Here, we discuss the gain function differences between FM and LA; the differences to PROP are described later. For simplicity, only nodes in
© B
are considered, and all nets are assumed to have unit cost. FM will give nodes 1, 2 and 3 a gain of two, 10 and 11 a gain of one, and all the other nodes shown a gain of -1. Since nodes 1, 2 and 3 have the same gain, FM can very well choose to move node 1 first. However, it is easy to see from the figure that both nodes 2 and 3 are better candidates to move first, since moving either of them will make it easier for either 8 and 9 or 10 and 11 to be moved later and thus obtain a greater reduction in the obvious. The primary reason for this is that neither method is able to accurately predict the future state of a net. The probability-based method that we have devised is able to see the likelihood of future events much better, and is described next. We will discuss the above example in the context of this method in Sec. 3.4.
The Probabilistic-Gain Partitioner
The probability-based method PROP determines the best node to be moved at any point in the partitioning stage using much more global and futuristic information than LA or FM. We associate with each node
] of the event s in the first place. The obvious answer to this is that they should be computed from their respective (probabilistic) node gains-higher the gain, higher should be a node's probability of being actually moved to the other side. However, we need to start off this process of chickenand-egg interdependency between gains and probabilities somewhere, and we do so by first determining a rough estimate of the 1 § ) 4 s in one of two ways. In the first method, at the beginning of a pass, we "blindly" assign all nodes the same probability ( Ù " D s
. In the second method, we first determine the deterministic gains y § ) 4
s of nodes as given by Eqn. 1 for the FM method. From these deterministic gains, we determine the initial probabilities of the nodes (functions for determining probabilities from gains are discussed in Sec. 3.3). This method gives us reasonable first-cut probability estimates.
Once we have this initial probability (by either of the above two techniques), we compute the (probabilistic) gains of nodes as explained shortly. From these gains, we recompute the node probabilities, and from these we obtain more accurate node gains. This cycle can continue for a few iterations, though the best results are obtained for only one iteration; see Sec. 5.1 for an explanation of this phenomenon. After this
Ú
Note that a node is actually moved from its original subset to the other one in an iterative-improvement scheme like KL, FM and PROP, if its "virtual" move lies within the range of the maximum prefix gain that is computed after all nodes are (virtually) moved. Nodes beyond this range are not actually moved and revert back to their original subset.
initial process is completed, we move nodes with the best gains between the two subsets just like in other iterative improvement methods. After each move, we update the node gains and probabilities as explained in Sec. 3.5. Also, with each move we note the immediate gain achieved, which is the number of nets that are removed from the cutset minus the number of nets that are introduced into it on that move. At the end of the current pass, we actually make moves to that point which gives the maximum prefix immediate gain, as in FM and LA. Note that the probabilistic gain is useful in determining which nodes to move that will ultimately yield the most improvement in the cutset, though the immediate gain of that move might be small or even negative; due to moving such a node at the present time, we expect that some future moves will have large immediate gains. It is this determination of probabilistic gains of nodes, initially, and after every move, that is the key to obtaining much better performance than previous deterministic-or immediate-gain based iterative improvement methods like FM and LA. The partitioning algorithm is described formally in 
The Sample Space of Node Moves
Before describing how node gains are computed from node probabilities, we establish that given any set of node probabilities, the sample space of events representing subsets of nodes that are actually moved in a pass is a valid probability space. All discussions in this and later sections relate to a single pass. Further, whenever we refer to the move of a node (and the probability of a move), we mean the actual move of the node, not its virtual move (all nodes are virtually moved in an iterative-improvement type approach.).
We first describe some concepts of conditional probabilities [33] . Let 
. In general, the probability § ) Û V Ü Q of both events
; when they are independent, this is
Let the set of nodes be
, and the probability that node 4 f
i s the probability that
(
i s not moved in the current pass. Thus with any event, representing the subset of nodes actually moved in a pass, we can assign two possible outcomes for each node: either it is actually moved to the other side of the partition or it remains in its current side. 
Computing Node Gains from Node Probabilities
We now describe how probabilistic node gains are computed from node probabilities. For each node 
f or the two cases: when i s in the cutset, and when it is not.
Nets in the Cutset
For a subset of nodes of one of the subsets, say, , which belongs to the cutset. We denote the set { ç h © S í
) be the event in which net i s removed from the cutset by moving all nodes in î B
] implicitly takes into account the probability that no node in î F 
There are only two possibilities associated with a node
4
-it either is actually moved (before the maxprefix point) or not-in the final partitioning solution. We need to compute the potential effect in terms of net removal probabilities, of these two possibilities on each net c onnected to 
In [11] , a detailed rationale is given for the following practical approximations of the terms
From Eqns. 2, 3 and 4, we obtain
Internal Nets
We now consider the gain contributed to 4 by a net t hat is not currently in the cutset and is not locked in the subset, say,
©B
, that it lies in. No additional formulation is required for such nets-Eqn. 2, reiterated below, also provides the gain contributions of such nets as follows.
c omponent in Eqn. 2 for such nets is 1, since it is already in © C B
. We thus obtain
It is also interesting to try to derive
for internal nets from "first principles". Net will be introduced into the cutset when
should be negative, but less negative than 0 § )
, since even though w ill be introduced into the cutset, there is a likelihood that it will subsequently be removed from the cutset by future moves. Thus
We thus obtain the same expression from first principles as by applying the general formulation of Eqn. 2 for this case.
Again proceeding as in the derivation of 1 § ) î B a c y 4
i n Eqn. 3 (see [11] ), we obtain
The total gain
is then computed as
Computing Node Probabilities
After the gains of every node has been computed by either using a first approximation probability of ( Ù " D s There are two caveats with probability calculation. One is that, since there are no certainties in node moves, it seems reasonable to establish a maximum probability ( E ¦ U 2 and a minimum probability ( « ª " p µ within which interval all node probabilities lie will get probability ( « ª "
. The rationale for establishing thresholds is that nodes with high gains, say, greater than 2, will be moved to the other subset with very high likelihood, and those will very low gains, say less than -1, will most likely not be actually moved in the current pass. Thus , respectively, in the above probability functions. These functions are completely specified below, where we assume that Ù " p µ . Linear probability function:
Actually, it is not unreasonable to have
needs to be greater than 0.
Semi-Gaussian probability function:
An Example
To illustrate the improvement offered by the probability-based node gain calculation over deterministic ones like FM and LA, let us go back to the example of Fig. 1 . In this example, we use the method of obtaining the initial deterministic gains of nodes (Eqn. 1) and their probabilities (using some monotonically increasing function of the gains). Figure 1(b) shows the initial gains and probabilities
f or each node; note that the node probabilities are consistent with a monotonically increasing probability function. We assume for simplicity of exposition that for each net { B t erms (see Eqns. 5 and 7). In the second iteration, the node gains are calculated as follows using Eqn. 5 and 7.
Similarly, we obtain
. To obtain the gains of nodes 4 to 9, we assume that nets { B º F Fig. 1(c) . We now clearly see that node 3 has the highest gain and is thus the best node to move as we had concluded intuitively from Fig. 1 
Node Updates
When net i s locked in
since this probability is implicitly conditioned on the previous move(s) from
From Eqns. 5 and 10, and the fact that 1 § ) 
Also
©F
, we obtain using Eqn. 5 and the fact that 1 § ) 
Time and Space Complexities
Recall that is the number of nodes, the number of nets, 
T
As noted in Sec. 3.5, even though these are not the correct values of these probabilities initially, we use these values for implementation efficiency. These probabilities are only used when conditioning them on a node move or to update these probabilities after a node move (using Eqns. 10, in which case the correct values are obtained.
Thus the time complexity of PROP for an entire pass is either , respectively, for the bucket and AVL tree data structures. Since the empirical evidence is that only a constant number of passes are required to obtain a min-cut 2-way partition, the time complexity of PROP is the same as that for a single pass. Finally, as mentioned above its space complexity is u § ª .
A Step Further: SHRINK-PROP
An undesirable phenomenon generally occurs related to net removal probabilities when for the first time a net's node is moved: the net's removal probability either decreases or remains unchanged. This causes a lack in focus in removing this net from the cutset as the gains of its nodes on its unlocked side are not appropriately increased, and those of its nodes on it locked side are not appropriately reduced. Thus fewer than possible nets are removed from the cutset in every pass. SHRINK-PROP is an enhancement of PROP designed to counter this phenomenon and thereby increase the number of nets removed from the cutset in any pass.
We classify nets in the cutset into three categories: (1) Nets that have some nodes moved to ( F . Unperturbed nets can be moved to either Consider Fig. 3 , which shows two similarly configured nets in the cutset (each net has two unlocked nodes in either subset). Assume for simplicity of exposition that every unlocked node has a probability of being moved. The movement probability of the perturbed net { B was an unperturbed net, its removal probability was
, which is the same as its removal probability 1 § ) { B % r ight after it is perturbed.
In general, a newly perturbed net's removal probability either remains unchanged or decreases for the most interesting cases P (see [11] ). Further, { B ' s removal probability will be less than that of a similarly configured unperturbed net. This runs counter to a productive node-move process wherein removal probabilities of perturbed nets will be higher than those of similarly configured unperturbed nets. This enables the initial node moves made for a cut net to be proportionately rewarded by the ultimate removal of that net from the cutset.
Figure 4(a) shows the probability distribution of unperturbed nets of similar configurations, while Fig. 4(b) shows the distribution when some nets are perturbed thus decreasing their relative probabilities.
As a result, the average number of nets removed from the cutset will be lower than in a process where these probability decreases are minimized, and better still, reversed. It is thus desirable that the absolute probability of a net increases when it is first perturbed. The desired probability distribution of perturbed nets relative to unperturbed ones is shown in Fig. 4(c) . A simple solution to achieve this effect is to increase the weight of a net b y some factor when it transits from an unperturbed state to a perturbed one. This will substantially increase the gains and probabilities of nodes on o n its unlocked side, and decrease the gains and probabilities of its nodes on the locked side (see Eqn. 5). As a result the net's removal probability increases compared a process in which its weight remains unchanged when it enters the perturbed state.
Finally, we note that in a regular move process (one in which net weights remain unchanged), a perturbed net's removal probability will always increase (by a factor of
Y X
, where is the probability of the moved node) whenever a node on it is moved from its unlocked to its locked side. Thus it is only necessary to take care of the case in which a net moves from an unperturbed state to a perturbed one, by increasing its weight once at that juncture.
Procedurally, we use the following efficient method for achieving weight magnification for newly perturbed nets. These steps replace the last iteration of the initial gain calculation stage in PROP (steps 2-4 in 
D
The decrease in the removal probability of newly perturbed nets occurs in iterative-improvement partitioners in which nodes are locked after being moved once in a pass. Node locking was invented in the classical Kernighan-Lin partitioner to eliminate the possibility of nodes thrashing from one side to the other [23] . The rest of the steps are exactly the same as in Fig. 2 . The complexities of SHRINK-PROP are the same as that for PROP;
( using the bucket data structure) or
( for the AVL tree data structure) time complexity, and u § ª s pace complexity.
Finally, we present a qualitative comparison of the CLIP algorithm [15] to SHRINK-PROP as both increase the weights of perturbed nets. In spite of this similarity there are key differences between these two algorithms. In CLIP, the weight increase of a perturbed net is infinite, while in SHRINK-PROP it is a finite value of
Y Xi
. More importantly, they differ in the rationale that led to these weight increases. In CLIP the rationale was enabling cluster movement across the cutline, while in SHRINK-PROP the rationale is to make the "reward" function (in terms of removal probabilities of connected nets) of the "energy" expended in node moves monotonically increasing. Of course, the SHRINK-PROP strategy implicitly also causes efficient cluster removal by causing blocks of node moves to be focused on removing clusters that span the cutline.
Effect of Parameter Values on Solution Quality
The major parameters in PROP are the initial probability, Ù " D s for these parameters is needed for a determination of "good" parameter values that will yield high solution qualities for most circuits. With this in mind, we performed some experiments to categorize and understand these effects. We should note here that these experiments were done on a version of the PROP program that determined strict non-deviated balance-ratios, i.e., if the balance-ratio was specified to be 45-55%, then this program obtained solutions in which one subset size was strictly 45% (r However, the conclusions drawn from the experiments of this section and the relative goodness of various parameter values hold in the "regular" balance-ratio case, since the fundamentals of correct node-move selection are the same in both cases.
Probability Convergence and the Flip-Flop Effect
The 
4F
(e.g., after the first iteration at the beginning of a pass,
) , the new probability One way to minimize the flip-flop effect is to reduce the node probability-range. This limits the absolute probability changes due to the flip-flop effect, and thus minimizes its negative impact. Empirical studies showed that the best probabilities range for PROP is µ H H W S 2Hµ
. Table 1 compares the results obtained for this probability range to those of the wider range µ H22Hµ
-almost 8% better mincuts are obtained for the From these discussions, we can formulate the following parameter values for obtaining good solutions:
v The number of initial iterations iter can be kept at 1 in order to minimize the flip-flop effect. A reasonable discrimination between node gains is also obtained by
However, since the flip-flop effect also manifests itself during the update process, the probability range of nodes should be kept small to minimize flip-flops during updation; an initial probability ( ª " A s ) value that accomplishes this naturally will lead to better solution quality (all other effects of ª " A s c hoice being equal). 
Thresholds
Generally, a range of [1, 1.5[ for X @
is not discriminating enough for many circuits, i.e., many marginal nodes get a probability of 1 leading to an overly optimistic probability distribution and incorrect decisions. 
Initial Probability and the Clustering Effect
The initial probability value
has the greatest impact on solution quality. In general, the solution quality goes on improving with increasing
that is less than 1. Figure 6 shows the plot of average cutsize over various initial probabilities for four different circuits. The results were obtained for 20 runs of PROP with a thresholds ofq X r # s
. It is clear that much better results are obtained for higher initial probabilities.
The reasons for this trend are:
's lead to narrower probability ranges that minimizes the flip-flop effect. If the initial probability is between r # and r # ! , the differences in nets' removal probabilities
). Thus node gains are small and in a narrow range, and thus the probability range is also narrow initially. On the other hand, the situation for
is shown in Figs. 8(c-d) . As can be seen, the initial | X ¬ values (Fig. 8(c) ) are much larger in magnitude and this leads to a wider probability distribution ([0.1,1]; see Fig. 7 ), and such a distribution is shown in Fig. 8(c) . Due to the much larger removal from the cutset may not be correctly promoted after 's move. Table 4 : Comparisons of cutset sizes of ACM/SIGDA benchmark circuits for the 45-55% balance criterion produced by our new algorithms, PROP (20 and 80 runs) and SHRINK-PROP (20 runs), to previous state-of-the-art techniques, MELO [5] , PARABOLI [28] , EIG1 [20] , GFM [26] and GMetis [4] .
Parameter Values for SHRINK-PROP
are the same as those for which results were reported in [14] , and are a subset of the circuits given in They also perform 26% and 33% better than WINDOW, respectively. SHRINK-PROP yields 9.5% better results than PROP, at a cost of being only a factor of two slower; see last row of Table 3 .
In Table 4 , we compare the performance of PROP ¦ Ö , PROPß Ö and SHRINK-PROP ¦ Ö
to recent state-ofthe-art methods like EIG1 [20] , PARABOLI [28] , MELO [5] , GFM [26] and GMetis [4] for the 45-55% balance case. The probability-based methods yield much better cutsizes than these other methods. PROP ¦ Ö is 65% better than EIG1, 21% better than MELO, 10% better than PARABOLI, and 17.6% better than GMetis. It is, however, a little worse (by 3.5%) than GFM, which is about 8. , and thus is four times faster than GFM (see Table 5 ).
Timing Results: We showed earlier that the time complexities of PROP and SHRINK-PROP are
for a binary-search tree data structure. FM on the other hand has a complexity of à á due to the use of a bucket data structure, which can only be used if all net costs are assumed to be one (or uniform). This is the case in our implementation of FM, and it is thus very fast; PROP is about 4.6 times slower than FM per run (but obtains 30% better results). If the assumption of unit net cost cannot be made, as in the case when circuits are partitioned to minimize timing [27, 21] or graph models of netlists are partitioned [5] , then FM will require an initial with bucket (b) and tree (t) data structures, we have implemented both of these and tabulated CPU times for different ACM/SIGDA benchmark circuits in Tables 3 and 5 .
The last row of Table 3 shows total times for both bucket and tree data structures for FM, while Table 5 shows individual times per circuit and total times for FM B Ö ¦ Ö for the tree data structure. and derives its speed from that paradigm (all other methods compared here work on flat netlists). This paradigm is orthogonal to the basic partitioning technique, and it is possible to cast our methods also in a multilevel framework to obtain faster and even better results-this will be investigated in future work.
SHRINK-PROP ¦ Ö obtains 6.2% better results than PROP ¦ Ö with a time-penalty factor of only two; it is thus also faster than most previous state-of-the-art techniques. Table 6 gives the characteristics of the 18 circuits in the ISPD-98 benchmark suite [2] . These circuits range from medium size (more than 10K nodes and nets, and 50K pins) to very large (more than 200K nodes and nets, and 800K pins). FM (bucket data structure), PROP and SHRINK-PROP results were obtained for these circuits on a Sun Ultra Sparc1 workstation. Table 7 compares the mincuts, average-cuts and times per run over 20 runs of these partitioners. PROP-20 obtains 24% better mincuts and 43% better average-cuts than FM-20; it is about 4.7 times slower than FM-20. However, since FM is extremely fast, this is still a tolerable slowdown for PROP, especially given the tremendous cutsize improvements it offers. SHRINKworkstations, and were obtained when other user programs were running, many times with higher priority.
ISPD-98 Benchmarks

ë
The SPECmarks of these machines indicate that the DEC 3000 is faster than the Sparc 5 (Model 85) by a factor of 1.5 to two, and the Sparc 5 is faster than the Sparc 10 by a factor of 1.5. , while being about three times slower than it. These results also show that the average-cut improvements of PROP and SHRINK-PROP over FM, and that of SHRINK-PROP over PROP is significantly more than the respective mincut improvements (which is itself substantial). This leads to the conclusion that as we proceed from FM to PROP to SHRINK-PROP, the partitioners become more stable and less reliant on the initial random cut for obtaining the final mincut. Another way of looking at this is the percentage difference between the average-cut and mincut for each partitioner: 44% for FM, 26% for PROP, and only 18% for SHRINK-PROP.
We also note that both PROP and SHRINK-PROP are "flat" partitioners, i.e., they do not use the multilevel paradigm use in many recent partitioners like hMetis [22] , MLH [3] , and LSR/MFFS [8] . The multilevel paradigm is orthogonal to our techniques, and can be used with both PROP and SHRINK-PROP to yield faster and probably better results. Further, flat partitioners play an important role in complex problems like timing-driven placement [12, 27] in the presence of multiple constraints [13, 25] ), where it may be detrimental to "hide" useful information about the circuit by clustering subcircuits into large meta-nodes, as is done in multilevel partitioners. It is, however, interesting to note that the SHRINK-PROP mincut results are within 2.5% of those of hMetis (total mincut of 22473 over all circuits of Table 6 ), one of the best multilevel partitioners, for the ISPD-98 circuits as reported in [2] .
Conclusions
We have presented two probabilistic-gain based approaches PROP and SHRINK-PROP for iterativeimprovement min-cut partitioning. The methodologies are based on futuristic lookahead gains based on probability and conditional probability formulations, and on clustering effects caused by correct promotion and demotion of neighbors of moved nodes. Results obtained for the ACM/SIGDA and ISPD-98 benchmark circuit suites show that our partitioners outperform other iterative-improvement methods like FM and LA by wide margins, and that we also outperform recent state-of-the-art partitioners like WINDOW, MELO, EIG1, Paraboli, GFM and GMetis by significant margins. The run times of PROP also compare favorably with those of the iterative-improvement and other recent techniques; it is comparable to those of FM and LA, and much faster than those of most recent state-of-the-art methods. SHRINK-PROP is slower than PROP by a factor of about two (with the benefit of yielding 6.2% better results) for the ACM/SIGDA suite, and by a factor three for the ISPD-98 suite (while yielding 8.8% better mincuts). SHRINK-PROP is thus also faster than most previous and current flat (i.e., non-multilevel) state-of-the-art techniques. It is also promising that SHRINK-PROP's mincut results are within 2.5% of those of hMetis, which is one the best multilevel partitioners. Multilevel partitioning is a paradigm that can be combined with PROP and SHRINK-PROP to obtain even better results. However, flat partitioners such as PROP and SHRINK-PROP are probably more suitable for complex placement problems, such as those for sub-micron VLSI with multiple objectives and constraints.
Besides the significant improvements in mincut results, our new techniques have also demonstrated that the iterative-improvement approach can be effectively used with more informed gain functions to partition very large circuits. The significance of this new-found efficacy of the iterative-improvement paradigm is that it has many advantages that can now be readily exploited. Chief among them is that the node-move process inherent in this approach lends itself to a high degree of flexibility in tuning the objective of the partitioning process to numerous goals like min-cut, delay minimization and power minimization. This flexibility also facilitates the partitioning process to work with almost any given design constraints like required size ratio between partition subsets, crosstalk bounding and uniform thermal distribution. This means that iterativeimprovement based techniques can be readily adapted to changing design flows and process technologies, and are thus scalable with time. Other partitioning approaches are not so flexible or scalable. Hence iterativeimprovement, with new gain functions such as those in PROP and SHRINK-PROP, emerges as a powerful, yet efficient, paradigm for partitioning and placing large and complex circuits.
The probabilistic-gain based iterative-improvement approach also opens up a number of exciting possibilities, for example,
I
-way partitioning, multiple-FPGA partitioning, and timing-driven partitioning, that can also be tackled using probability-based lookahead concepts. These issues will be explored in future research.
